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Efficient Image Processing Algorithm
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(2) University of West Scotland, UK

Abstract—With the growing digitalization of our society and
the increasing development of Industry 4.0, the development of
safe human-computer interfaces is of prime importance. For this
purpose, we present a new solution for avoiding any physical
contact between the human and the machine’s display and/or
its keyboard/pad. Hence, we developed an innovative image
processing algorithm which runs on the live video stream of
the remote interaction between the human and the machine
such as a computer or an intelligent agent; the video stream
being captured by an off-the-shelf camera which is embedded
in the main machine. The resulting computer-vision system
performs visual object detection and tracking of a marker the
user holds in one hand and could wave it from a distance in
order to remotely interact with the interface of the machine.
This remote interaction system has been successfully tested in
real-world operational conditions, and the performance of this
image processing application has been evaluated in real time.

Index Terms—Intelligent Vision Systems; Man-Machine Sys-
tems; Intelligent Agents; Data Processing; Image Processing; Safe
Interface; Industry 4.0.

I. INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, the rise of digitalization [1] and Industry 4.0
[2] in our Society leads to a surge in humans interacting
with digital systems, whatever personal computers [3], smart
devices [4], robotic systems [5], or intelligent agents [6].

In order to meet these needs for human-computer interac-
tions (HCI) [7], human-robot interactions (HRI) [8], or human-
data interactions (HDI) [9], a number of interfaces has been
developed [10], ranging from graphical user interfaces (GUI)
[11] to tangible user interfaces (TUI) [12].

These human-computer interfaces rely on haptic feedback
[13], which can be kinesthetic [14], tactile [15], or both [16].

In daily life, interfaces usually consist in tactile displays
on ATM machines, smartphones, etc., which can be operated,
e.g. by touching with finger(s) [17], gripping [18] or squeezing
with the hand [19].

However, with the issues being generated by pandemics
such as Covid-19, tactile interfaces might become less wel-
come for HCI/HRI/HDI applications.

Actually, the safety of human-machine interactions [20]
has been mainly focused so far on aspects such as planning,
control, or assessment [21]. The goals of such safety studies
are firstly to avoid harm (e.g. injuries) to the human collabora-
tor(s) and secondly to avoid damage to the software/hardware
equipments and/or robotic systems [22].

Fig. 1. Overview of safe, remote human-computer interaction.

With this ongoing pandemic, other aspects need also to
be considered such as interaction safety through design from
industrial applications to human-centered applications, and
notably, touch-free collaboration between the human and the
machine.

To develop safe and efficient HCI, computer-vision tools
have been proposed for Human-Centered Vision (HCV) [23],
such as body tracking [24], head motion [25], hand gestures
[26], gaze tracking or eye tracking [27], and for Affective
Human-Computer Interfaces (AHCI) [23], which are based on
facial expressions [28], emotion recognition [29], etc.

In particular, hand-gesture-based systems appear as the
solution which addresses users’ concerns about safe touch-free
interactions with machines in context of pandemic. Indeed,
gestures have been considered as a remote interaction tech-
nique that can potentially deliver natural, creative, and intuitive
methods for commanding/collaborating with computers [30].

Hand gestures could be manipulative or communicative,
and their visual interpretation usually requires 2D appearance-
based models or 3D hand models [31]. Such HCI has been
applied to desktop applications [30] or virtual reality (VR)
applications [32], but often necessitates complex sensors [18]
and/or wire connections [32].

In this paper, we propose a safe and cost-effective solution
for wire-free and touch-free human-computer interaction. Our
HCI system consists of a human holding a marker and, afar,
a machine to interact remotely with, as depicted in Fig. 1.

The machine is equipped with a screen, which does not have
to be tactile, and an off-the-shelf camera like a frontal smart-
phone camera or a laptop webcam. Thus, unlike sophisticated
sensors [33], our set-up does not need any calibration.

The user commands the machine through the movements
of a marker s/he hold in her/his hand. Indeed, tool-extension
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Fig. 2. Samples of HCI results involving direct manipulation and selection using our computer-vision system.

tracking [34] has been proven to be more robust than bare-
hand gesture one, since the latter ones present computational
challenges such as finger occlusion [35]. On the other hand,
the use of a common marker, such as a ball or a bottle, leads to
a more affordable and accessible HCI solution than expensive
dedicated pen-like technologies as presented in [36].

Thence, our HCI remote system could be a safe and ac-
cessible substitute interaction medium for mouses, keyboards
[30], or pen-like tools [36], which all require close-distance
contact with the machine.

Furthermore, the proposed HCI enables users to interact
with computers in various ways, since our intelligent HCI
system is compatible with different interaction types [37] such
as direct manipulation, menu selection, form fill-in, command
line typing, natural language navigation, zooming, or 3D
environment interactions.

It is worth noting that our remote-interaction system is safe
by design, since HCI safety is achieved by avoiding or min-
imalizing physical contact with a machine when interacting
with it.

Besides, human-computer interfaces become ubiquitous
[38] and data driven [39], [40] and therefore, they are expected
to mitigate social biases [41], to show explainable/transparent
behaviour [42], [43], and to have a constructive potential [44].
Hence, the developed computer-vision algorithm that lies at
the core of our human-computer interface is explainable and
transparent and leads to widen HCI accessibility to shielding
people or persons with touch impairment.

The contribution of this paper is then twofold. On one hand,
we designed a safe and touch-free human-computer interface
and, on the other hand, we developed a transparent computer-
vision algorithm to run our HCI system in indoor and/or
outdoor environments for industrial as well as human-centered
applications.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II, we present
our developed touch-free, vision-based system for safe human-
computer interaction, while in Section III, we report the results
of the testing and deployment of our system in real-world
environment. Conclusions are drawn up in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED INTERACTIVE SYSTEM

In this section, we explain the design and development of
our HCI system for tracking the user’s marker-based gestures
and then converting them into commands, as exemplified

in Fig. 2. Hence, Section II-A introduces the requirements
for real-time human-computer interaction that have guided
our implementation, which is presented in Section II-B, and
evaluation, which is discussed in Section III.

A. HCI System Requirements

The main requirements for real-time HCI systems have
been defined in [45], and are composed of functional re-
quirements, such as gesture detection/identification/tracking,
and non-functional requirements, such as latency, resolution,
and stability. Other requirements include dependability [46],
efficiency [47], and safety [48].

In addition, a set of usability requirements for HCI sys-
tems has been described in [49]. These established usability
principles consist of learnability, flexibility, robustness, pre-
dictability, synthesiability, familiarity, consistency, generaliza-
tion, dialogue initiative, multi-threading, task migratability,
substituability, customisability, observability, recoverability,
responsiveness, and task conformance.

B. HCI System Implementation

To develop a reliable HCI system able to run in indoor/out-
door challenging conditions (e.g. light changes), the marker-
based gestures are detected using the following computer-
vision, annotated MatLab code.

1 function findMarker(inputImage)
2 %separate the green channel from the ...

other colour channels in the image
3 inputImage = inputImage(:,:,2) - ...

inputImage(:,:,1)/2 - ...
inputImage(:,:,3)/2;

4 %threshold the image so that green ...
channel is above a specified intensity

5 inputImage = inputImage > 50;
6 %remove smaller objects from the image
7 inputImage = bwareaopen(inputImage,30);
8 %use region props to acquire the ...

dimensions of any detected green object
9 dimensions = regionprops(inputImage, ...

'Centroid', 'MajorAxisLength', ...
'MinorAxisLength', 'Area');

10 %check if an object was detected
11 if isempty(dimensions)
12 %if no object detected, then set ...

dimensions to zero
13 center = [0,0]; radius = 0;
14 else



15 %if an object was detected, then ...
isolate the dimensions of the ...
object with the largest area

16 [¬,id] = max([dimensions.Area]);
17 %store the coordinates for the ...

center of the object
18 center = [dimensions(id).Centroid];
19 %calculate and store the radius of ...

the object
20 radius = mean([dimensions(id). ...

MajorAxisLength, dimensions(id). ...
MinorAxisLength], 2) / 2;

21 end
22 %return the acquired dimensions of the ...

object
23 returnValue = [center, radius];
24 end

This image-processing algorithm is then integrated within
our full HCI system, in order to perform the user’s marker
tracking. The corresponding annotated MatLab code is as
follows.

1 function ...
start_Callback(hObject,eventdata,handles)

2 %define the function global variables
3 global started;
4 global exit;
5

6 if started 6= true;
7 %continue if the function is not ...

already running
8 started = true;
9 %variable determining the cursor ...

stroke colour
10 global paintColour;
11 paintColour = [0 0 0]; %default ...

value is black
12

13 %check if a webcam is connected
14 if ¬isempty(webcamlist)
15 %if a webcam is detected, then ...

establish a connection to it
16 cam = webcam;
17 %variable determining the ...

frame-per-second rate
18 fps = 30;
19 %acquires the resolution of the ...

camera as a string and
20 [xRes, yRes] = ...

strtok(cam.resolution, 'x');
21 %separate horizontal and ...

vertical resolution by using ...
strtok with 'x' as a delimiter

22 yRes = strtok(yRes, 'x');
23 %convert the obtained resolution ...

values into numbers
24 xRes = str2double(xRes);
25 yRes = str2double(yRes);
26

27 %loop while a webcam is detected ...
or until the user exits

28 while ¬isempty(webcamlist) && ...
exit 6= true;

29 %direct output to cam ...
preview axes

30 axes(handles.axes2);
31 %obtain and store a mirrored ...

snapshot from the camera
32 img = flip(snapshot(cam), 2);
33 %search for a marker within ...

the image

34 marker = findMarker(img);
35 %display the snapshot in the ...

preview axes
36 imshow(img);
37 %check the radius of the ...

marker to determine if ...
one was present

38 if marker(3) > 0
39 %draw a circle around ...

the ball in the preview
40 hold on;
41 viscircles([marker(1), ...

marker(2)], marker(3));
42 hold off;
43 %change the current axes ...

to the drawing canvas
44 axes(handles.axes1);
45 %plot to the canvas ...

using the marker ...
position, radius and ...
the current cursor ...
stroke colour

46 plot(marker(1), yRes- ...
marker(2), '.', ...
'color', ...
paintColour, ...
'MarkerSize', ...
marker(3));

47 %remove numbers and ...
markers from side of ...
the axes

48 set(handles.axes1, ...
'xTickLabel', [], ...
'yTickLabel', [], ...
'xTick', [], ...
'yTick', []);

49 %set the scale of the ...
axis to match the ...
webcam resolution

50 axis([0,xRes,0,yRes]);
51 %prevents changes from ...

being erased in the ...
next loop

52 hold on;
53 end
54

55 %pause before looping again ...
to acquire the desired ...
frame-per-second rate

56 pause(1/fps);
57 end
58 %signal the program to close ...

when the loop is exited
59 started = false;
60 close all;
61 else
62 %else abort the execution of the ...

function
63 started = false;
64 end
65 end
66 end

This HCI implementation allows a stable and real-time user’
experience, as assessed in Section III.

III. VALIDATION AND DISCUSSION

To demonstrate the strength of our designed HCI system,
we built some sample applications, as illustrated in Figs. 2-5.
Marker tracking and recognition were used to write virtually
onto the machine screen, to select interface’s buttons, and to
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Fig. 3. Samples of HCI results of the writing task using our computer-vision system.

paint with various colours and brush strokes. We conclude
the paper with user tests, which were conducted to prove the
usability of our HCI system.

In the first experiment (Figs. 2-3), the user has to complete
the task of writing from a distance on a screen using our
HCI system. This experiment involves at first interactions
such as direct manipulation and menu selection to launch the
program and to action system’s functions such as the selection
of the cursor colour (Fig. 2). The writing task shows also
the suitability of our system to other types of interactions
that require the user provides word-based data to command
the machine, e.g. form fill-in, command line and natural
language instructions. Moreover, this experiment demonstrates
the compatibility of our system with other natural languages
than English (Fig. 3) and beyond (i.e. with other types of
languages, such as mathematics or musical score), since our
system does not have any intrinsic limitation in the type of
written characters.

In the second experiment (Figs. 4-5), the user has to perform
the task of painting remotely onto a screen using our HCI
system. This experiment comprehends intuitive interactions
such as direct manipulation (Fig. 4) and zooming, e.g. zoom-
out (Fig. 5a) and zoom-in (Fig. 5b), and showcases the
possibilities of the user to interact with our system in real
context, while staying safe. Furthermore, these capabilities of
our HCI system lead the way to interactions within zoomable
user interfaces and 3D environments and to its possible use in
context of augmented reality (AR) and/or virtual reality (VR).

It is worth noting that in these two experiments, the users
wielded two different markers, i.e. a bottle (Figs. 2-3) and a
ball (Figs. 4-5), respectively, and the system responded to both
markers in real time, without noticeable differences.

To assess the performance of our HCI system prototype
which was developed with MatLab for these above-described
tasks, we refer to the requirements as presented in Section
II-A. Hence, dependability is a vast area that encompasses
the HCI system performance (e.g. in terms of response time,
settling time, and stability), reliability, and availability [46].

TABLE I
AVERAGE PERFORMANCE OF OUR REMOTE HCI SYSTEM WHEN TESTED

ON DIFFERENT COMPUTER MACHINES.

With Computer 1 With Computer 2

HCI system latency 2s 0.033s
Marker detection rate 2fps 30fps

In particular, a tracking method is called stable (see Fig. 3) if
the measured position does not change, as long as the tracked
object does not move , while the required spatial resolution
depends on the application [45]. For point-and-click tasks
(see Fig. 2), the smallest possible cursor movement should
be at most as large as the smallest selectable object on the
screen. For other applications, such as gesture interfaces, the
output resolution does not affect the quality of the service,
but detection and identification processes require a minimum
input resolution [45]. For example in a bare-hand HCI system,
it can be difficult to identify fingers with a width below six
pixels in the image [45]. Therefore our marker-based solution
overcomes this issue and allows to automatically adapt to the
device resolution; the marker being detected at each iteration
of our algorithm, and its location and radius being permanently
computed for identification purpose (as illustrated in Fig. 5).

On the other hand, the system latency is considered as the
time gap between an action of the user and the system response
[45], as reported in Table I for our HCI system running on
two different machines, i.e. on Computer 1 with a Celeron(R)
Dual-Core CPU @ T3100 1.90 GHz Processor, 3.00 GB RAM,
and a 32-bit Operating System, and on Computer 2 with an
Intel(R) Core(TM) i5-2400 CPU @ 3.10 GHz Processor, 6.00
GB RAM, and a 64-bit Operating System, respectively.

We can observe in Table I that the latency of our system
running on Computer 2 meets the requirements for a real-
time HCI application, i.e the latency is below the minimum
acceptable latency of 50ms [45]. Moreover, the detection rate
of our image-processing algorithm when run on Computer 2
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Fig. 4. Samples of HCI results of the painting task using our computer-vision system.
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Fig. 5. Samples of HCI results involving zoomable interaction using our
computer-vision system.

achieves real-time performance, since it is greater than 25Hz
[24]. Therefore, we conclude that our HCI meets the efficiency
requirements, whilst the computer 2 specifications are adopted
as the minimum specifications for our hardware set-up.

Besides, safety assessment is mostly qualitative [48], so
our HCI system is considered as safe, since the touch-free
requirement is met.

The usability requirements can be evaluated through surveys
about the visibility of system status, match between system
and real world, user control and freedom, consistency and
standards, error prevention, recognition rather than recall,
factor flexibility and efficiency of use [50]. Thence, user tests
and usability testing [51], [52], [53] have been carried out,
and involved 4 users (i.e. 3 males and 1 female) performing
the different, above-mentioned tasks within 10-minute time
intervals, respectively. Results were overall excellent, and as
discussed, the users found the system responsive and task
conform. Furthermore, users agreed, among other, that the
developed HCI system is robust, transparent, and easy to learn,
since it presents an intuitive interface. Moreover, the proposed
system offers a customizable and generalizable HCI solution,
while being safe.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Human beings are presently surrounded by pervasive ma-
chines they have to interact with. To help people with safe
interactions, and thus social distancing with IT equipment or
intelligent agents, we developed a safe, intuitive, and stable
human-computer interface to allow touch-free interactions
with indoor or outdoor machines. Our HCI system consists
in an accessible and non-invasive set-up which is made of
a single camera mounted on a machine. The latter one runs

a software which is based on an image-processing algorithm
computing and interpreting the user’s marker gestures in real
time and real-world environment. The safety-by-design as well
as transparency of our system together with its performance
make it suitable for industrial and human-centered applica-
tions.
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